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Metal-framed storage has
become increasingly popular
in workspaces. Our Plexus
system has been designed to
be as aesthetically pleasing
as it is flexible.

Charlotte Porter, Marketing Manager
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Standard Plexus
Far from basic our standard options allow you to create a custom unit to meet your specific needs.
- Four compartment sizes.
- An almost endless range of MFC finishes.
- Different types of wireless locks for your lockers.
- Elements that can be moved around as your needs change.
(See configure p.10)

Bespoke Plexus
If you are inspired by something you’ve seen, tell us, and we can help create it. The opportunities are endless. If
you would like to incorporate lighting into your unit, add a TV or whiteboard or need a different size structure; we
are here to bring your vision to life.
(See inspire p.22)
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configure
Customise your Plexus units

Designing Your Plexus Unit
Plexus units are specified by how many columns wide and compartments high they are. Units with multiple
columns share single uprights. Each standard unit comes with 100mm legs and adjustable feet.

H600 x W400 x D400

H600 x W600 x D400

All standard Plexus units are 400mm deep. We offer two compartment heights – 400mm and 600mm, and two
compartment widths – 400mm and 600mm. Although one size is commonly used at a time, the four variations can
be combined.

H400 x W400 x D400
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Choosing Your Elements
We call our shelves, boxes and planters ‘Elements’ i.e. the parts that make up the whole structure. Each Element
has been designed so that it can be installed, moved and re-installed easily. We provide instructions on how to do
this yourself, or our team can return to site and re-configure them as required.

Shelf

Open Cube

Closed Cube

Locker

Cupboard

Planter

Glass Shelf

Glass Panel

Back Panel
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Planter

Follow the biophilic design trend
and add some greenery to
your unit.

Glass Panel

Add shimmer with a reflective
or coloured glass panel.

Closed Cube

Ideal for keeping your books
and documents organised.

Cupboard

Our cupboard elements have a sleek
push-to-open mechanism.

Shelf

Our most utilitarian and
basic element.

Locker

Secure work or personal items
with a range of wireless locking
systems (as shown on p.18).

Back Panel

Create a chunky, solid look with
our additional décor panels.

Open Cube

Give greater structure to units
that divide spaces.

Credenza

We offer 100mm legs as standard, but
you can also choose to install onto
an MFC plinth or credenza unit. All
options come with adjustable feet.
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Finishes
Plexus Elements are available in a wide range of MFC finishes, some of which we’ve curated below. We’re
happy to help match to your existing or new décor. Please note that finishes may be affected by minimum
board quantities (ask us for more details).

Earth

Cascina Pine
H1401

Pewter Halifax
Oak H3176

Vintage Santa
Fe Oak H1330

B/Gold Metal
Slate F629

Forest Green
U606

White Carrara
Marble F204

Whitewood
H1122

Silk Grey
U707

Black Pietra
Grigia F206

Wind

Cream White
W911

Fire
Plexus | Office

Sorbet Orange
U340

Indian Red
U390

Garnet Red
U399

Tobacco Pacific
Walnut H3702

Lockers | Cupboards

Open Cube | Closed Cube | Planters

Black Pietra Grigia F206

Solid Soft Black U8991

Graphitewood
H1123

Water

Special Finishes
The standard colour for our Plexus frames is black, but we can spray the system to meet any different colour
requirements. We are also happy to investigate the construction of Plexus Elements in other materials, such
as plywood.

Metallic
Titanium D853

Grey Siena
Marble F095

French Blue
U515

Niagara
Green U646

Indigo Blue
U599

Ask us for more information.

Locks
Our Plexus Locker Element can be customised with a number of different wireless locking
mechanisms from key to RFID, as shown below.
Not sure where to start? We’re happy to help you find the lock most suited to your needs.

Mechanical

Key Lock

Manual
Combination

Espagnolette

Axis RFID

Sola RFID

Sola 3 Keyed

Combipad

RFID

Corona

Push-button

Push-button
lock
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Axis Keyed

inspire
Your vision comes to life

Plexus | Sanctuary

Open Boxes | Lockers | Planters
Lava Grey Fleetwood H3453
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Grey-Beige Tossini Elm H1210

Pasadena Pine H1486
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Plexus | Metropolis

Shelves | Closed Cubes

Shelves | Closed Cubes

Amazon Green U660

White Levanto Marble F812
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White Chromix F637

Your Vision

Contact us

At Your Workspace we will work with you to realise your vision. We offer our clients an
end-to-end solution, with a single point of contact. With decades of experience in furniture
design, manufacturing and installation, we are confident that we can create the right storage
solution for your needs.

Head Office

Showroom

Mill Lane, Fullbridge

Ground Floor

Maldon, Essex

11-12 Great Sutton Street

Having a factory based in the UK allows us a degree of control over production that most
other British manufacturers lack. Our strong partnerships with the best global suppliers mean
we have the best range of locking options on the market, and access to a huge range of
quality materials. We’re also able to produce matching office furniture and storage products.

CM9 4NX

Clerkenwell

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

Ready to upgrade your workspace?

marketing@yourworkspace.com

+44 (0)1621 855 053

www.yourworkspace.com

We can help.

concept
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Brochure correct at time of publication.
Please see Terms & Conditions: www.yourworkspace.com/terms-conditions
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